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RESEARCHERS WIN $2 MILLION CONTRACT
TO IMPROVE TURBINE ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
DAYTON, Ohio-- Working at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in the most advanced
facility of its type in the country, University of Dayton researchers this week begin a fiveyear $2.3 million contract to develop advanced laser and optical systems to help jet engine
manufacturers measure the performance of tomorrow's turbine engines.
The research project, being performed for the Aero Propulsion and Power Directorate,
is significant because the Air Force wants to double the performance of its jet engines by the
first decade of the next century, according to Arthur Lewis, a research physicist in the
aerospace mechanics division of the University of Dayton Research Institute. The work will
have spin-off applications for the commercial aircraft engine industry, he said.
Researchers say the lightweight, more powerful fuel-efficient jet engines of the future
require turbines that can perform at extremely high temperatures with minimal cooling air.
The turbine is the part of a jet engine that operates at the highest temperature and stress
levels.
"A critical step in advanced turbine development is the validation of new designs
through full-scale tests," Lewis said. "Conventional full-scale testing, however, is becoming
increasingly expensive--often to the point of being prohibitive."
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lnstead, the Air Force has converted a former engine testing laboratory at WrightPatterson A:ii Force Base into the Advanced Turbine Aerothermal Research Rig (ATARR), a
facility to perform short-duration turbine tests. Short-duration testing is an emerging
technology that costs up to four times less than conventional test methods. It's cheaper
because the test relies on a short pulse of gas from a heated storage vessel instead of a
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continuous source of heated and pressurized gas to power the turbine.
"The faCility will allow the Air Force to study the performance of a full-scale turbine
· .engine ~t less than full-scale temperatures and pressures," -L-ewis said. "The test time. is just

OV~r one S~Cond. ~ery lit~rally, if y~u blink, you IniSS it.

The good

ne~S with this facility is

that it allows the opportunity for better, cheaper testing. The trade-off is the instrumentation
for the testing has to be more precise."
The initial application for short-duration turbine testing has been to gather heat transfer
measurements, not data on aerodynamics, according to Lewis. This research marks the first
effort to develop laser technology that will enable the Air Force to precisely measure velocity,
temperature, flow and heat transfer levels--all used to calculate the efficiency of the turbine.
In the final year of the contract, the UD research team will use rapid prototyping
technology to build some of the turbine components and instrumentation the Air Force will
use in measuring turbine engine efficiencies. Rapid prototyping is a relatively new, timesaving manufacturing technique that uses a computer, a laser and a special optical system to
reduce costs by making prototype parts without conventional tooling.
The project represents an effort by UDRI and the Air Force to advance rapid
prototyping technology. "The rapid prototyping that will be needed in the later years of the
contract doesn't exist today," Lewis said. "We almost certainly will need to make test turbine
blades out of ceramic materials, rather than polymers. The Air Force knows we're going to
push technology for them."
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For interviews, contact Arthur Lewis at (513) 229-3841 or Mike Flanagan, principal
investigator for the initial phase of the project, at (513) 229-3825.

